GETTING STARTED WITH CANVAS
A Beginners Guide

Welcome to Canvas. This user guide will help you get started using Canvas in
your San Juan College classes.
Canvas runs best in Chrome, although Safari and Firefox also work. In the
URL bar of the browser, type in canvas.sanjuancollege.edu or click Canvas
onthe San Juan College home page or in the student portal. This is the home
page to Canvas.

Enter your San Juan College credentials. By default they are:
Username: first letter of first name+ first letter of middle name+ last name+ last 2 of social
security number

Password: sjcp**** (the last four digits of your student ID number)

Once logged in to Canvas, the Canvas Dashboard is displayed. The courses in
which you are enrolled display here.

On the left hand side of the dashboard is the “Global Navigation”. The account
icon is where your picture and notifications will be updated.
There is also the Courses icon . This is another view of the courses. If for
some reason you don’t see the courses that you are enrolled in, click on the
“all courses” link.
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This will bring up the course list page with all current, past, and future
enrollments. To the left of each course is a star icon. A gold star indicates that
the course will display on the dashboard. If a course for the current semester
has a white star, the white star will need to be clicked to turn gold and be
shown on the dashboard.

The Inbox icon will open your personal Canvas Inbox. This is where
instructors and students can communicate with each other in a private
messaging system. Please note: this is not an email tool. This is a
conversation tool much like Facebook Messenger. These messages are stored
in Canvas and can be forwarded to a personal email. Setting for forwarding
are done in the notifications portion of the account.
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On the dashboard, each of the course tiles that are shown are links to a
particular course. Clicking on a tile opens the course.

This is the individual course view. Note that the turquoise Global Navigation
is still present. There is also a Course Navigation to the right of the Global
Navigation. The links on the Course Navigation pertain only to the course
that is currently shown. Most instructors prefer the student to work in
“Module” view. Modules are organized by weeks, chapters, or units and are a
logical way to navigate through the course.
To see grades for the current course, click on “Grades” from the course
navigation.
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